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search. Besides, it was memory that had led her at the beginning ; now it was chance. When a certain intoxication of despair possesses you, anything is preferable to making up your mind for yourself.
On one side of this street, too, were tall grey houses with flat fronts. But did one not find them almost everywhere in the outskirts of Paris ? On the other side was a row of older and lower houses. On the ground floor of one of them, which was only two storeys high, was the shop to which the stationer had directed her. Just as, making your way along the paths of a cemetery where you have just buried someone dear to you, you notice nevertheless that there are pretty flowers in a vase on a grave, so Juliette saw, through a veil, that the front of the little house was painted yellow, and that the shop was prepossessing and attractive.
She went in. There was nobody to be seen. In the place where the counter stands in an ordinary shop was a long table, with a few books upon it and some strips of leather. When she had opened the door, a bell had rung.
A man appeared. He had the air of a gentleman, and much more, despite certain details of his clothes, that of a local doctor or an architect than of a workman. He wore a black beard, long and full, carefully trimmed. His forehead was high, with that definite, fine-skinned baldness which strikes you as distinguished and the mark of a student.
M What can I do for you, mademoiselle ? 9>
His voice exactly suited his face. It was the voice of a man of good education, without a trace of suburban accent; just a little business-like; well modulated, but formal. He waited, without hurrying her, looking at Juliette with a polite smile. He had black eyes, deep-set and rather small.
Juliette untied the parcel she had carried under her arm. A piece of white paper ; a piece of silk paper ; a book in a yellow cover. The bookbinder noticed a wedding-ring on Juliette's finger. He looked at her suddenly with more attentive eyes. Her head was bent over her parcel,

